
These are some of the highlights of what we 
accomplished during 2017. Our success through the 
year was the direct result of a talented and dedicated 
team. 

Building our Cattle Program
• Ownership wide, we have now moved 83% of our 

herd into controlled breeding seasons – this is up 
from 49% at this time last year. 

• Fever Tick Management. We successfully managed 
our boundaries and cattle herds at El Sauz to avoid 
fever tick infestations from adjacent lands for the 
second year. 

• October workings in Coloraditas Research & 
Demonstration Area produced 283 weaned calves 
from 435 mature cows. We had a 100% gathering 

rate at both branding and weaning, as well as an 
88% breed up – one of the highest on the ranch for a 
spring herd. This represented the 4th year of the study 
and the 2nd year of production.

• Our accounting staff has streamlined the link 
between our accounting system and cattle inventory. 
This allows our team to now make more reliable 
projections and follow the trends of production 
metrics.

• We currently have 946 animals retained in feedyards 
so that we can collect a baseline of performance 
records including carcass data and feed conversion. 
We will use this information to track overall trends 
in animal performance due to herd improvement.

ConduCting researCh that 
makes a differenCe

• Our scientists, research partners, and East 
Foundation graduate students put ten publications 
into peer-reviewed scientific journals and also made 
60 scientific presentations at state and national 
conferences.

• We conducted our 7th year of deer captures across 
our four largest ranches. We collected data from 
over 450 deer with more than 100 student volunteers 
participating from seven universities in Texas.

• We finalized the first phase of a prescribed fire project 
at El Sauz – after two years, we have burned over 
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5,000 acres of gulf-cordgrass dominated pastures 
while monitoring the impacts to forage quality and 
utilization by cattle. 

• We averaged 12 university researchers working on 
East Foundation Ranches per day, with peak activity 
months from March through July.

imProving university Programs
• We conducted our first Three Minute Thesis 

(3MT®) competition for our graduate students. This 
competition challenges students to deliver their 
thesis or dissertation research in three minutes 
using language that non-scientists understand. 
Finalists and award winners can be found on our 
website. http://eastfoundation.net/program/east-
foundation-3mt/past-competitions/ 

• We trained three university interns from Texas A&M 
and West Texas A&M. Additionally, our research 
efforts involved 15 graduate students and two post-
doctoral fellows from two universities. We also 
involved more than 150 student volunteers from 15 
different states in our research projects.

• We hosted 25 students from TCU’s Ranch 
Management Program during their South Texas 
field trip.

• We continue to work closely with King Ranch 
Institute for Ranch Management with establishment 
of an East Foundation Fellowship.

• We had two students receive graduate degrees and 
move on to new opportunities in 2017:

 o Helen Davis, M.S., Grassland Conservation 
Associate, American Bird Conservancy.

 o Daniel Taylor, M.S., Laboratory Technician, 
USGS-National Wildlife Health Center in 
Madison, Wisconsin.

exPanding eduCation 
oPPortunities in south texas

• We partnered with IDEA Public Schools to enrich 
natural resource programs at Camp Rio – the only 
educational summer camp south of San Antonio 
– our impact there is 17,000 students annually. 

• We opened the East Foundation Land Stewardship 
Lab at the Witte Museum in March 2017. Visitation 
to the exhibits has thus far exceeded 400,000 with 
132,660 being school-aged children. 

• In partnership with Texas Wildlife Association, 
our Stewarding Texas: A Scientific Exploration 
curriculum reached 8,515 students while our Wildlife 
by Design lessons deployed in the classrooms 
reached 25,347 students and we had 335 teachers 
attend workshops for using curriculum on natural 
resources and land stewardship.

• Our educator, Masi Mejia, held 11 field trips to 
the San Antonio Viejo ranch with 529 students, 
including three lessons conducted alongside the 
annual cattle working at the Coloraditas Grazing 
Research & Demonstration Area.

• Our Behind the Gates field days brought 2,638 
students from Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, 
Webb, Brooks and Jim Hogg counties to the El Sauz 
and San Antonio Viejo ranches. Through a day of 
hands-on activities with partners CKWRI, Witte 
Museum, TWA, TPWD, IDEA Public Schools 
and the Museum of South Texas History students 
learned first-hand about the many public benefits of 
ranching and private land stewardship.
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leading effeCtive  
outreaCh efforts

• We staffed an East Foundation information 
booth at 12 meetings and conventions, reaching 
approximately 13,500 attendees.

• We co-hosted two book signing events for Horses 
to Ride, Cattle to Cut: The San Antonio Viejo Ranch 
of Texas. Events were held in College Station at the 
George H. W. Bush Presidential Library Center 
and in Hebbronville at the First National Bank. 
Approximately 200 attended these two events.

managing our land
• Santa Rosa Vegetation Management. We completed 

Phase One of the Santa Rosa Ranch Vegetation 
Management project. Over 5,400 acres of mesquite 
encroached rangelands were aerially treated with 
Sendero herbicide. Defoliation exceeded 90% at the 
end of growing season. This project will improve 
wildlife habitat, increase the Foundation’s carrying 
capacity by over 350 cattle, and provide a 3,153-acre 
relief pasture for drought management purposes.

• Removal of Drilling Rig from El Sauz. We finally 
removed an abandoned drilling rig that had been 
in place on El Sauz since 2007 – this allowed us to 
restore the area to native condition while eliminating 
a safety and environmental hazard.

• Drilling Operations on Ranchito. Teal Energy USA 
drilled two unsuccessful oil and gas wells on the 
Ranchito property. Through the terms of our oil and 
gas lease, we received a new entrance and all-weather 
road into the property.

develoPing infrastruCture
• Water Systems. We installed 5.7 miles of new water 

line with new solar pumps and three new 13,000 
gallon pilas with booster pumps. In all, this secured 
reliable water distribution across 10,000 acres while 
retiring three windmills. 

• Roads. We constructed nine miles of new caliche 
road across deep sands from the San Antonio Viejo 
headquarters south to the Tequileros pens. This 
provides efficient access to the south end of the 
ranch.

ProteCting assets
• Throughout 2017, we had virtually no significant 

injuries, no severe security issues, and no evidence 
of successful smuggling and/or poaching activities. 
We attribute this to the direct preventative measures 
taken by our security management and services 
personnel – maintaining 16 remote cameras, 
constant perimeter patrols, and close relationships 
with DPS, TPWD Game Wardens, and Border 
Patrol. These efforts are led by Matt Robinson with 
Jason Haynes.

• Our service department maintained a fleet of 30 
vehicles, 18 Polaris Rangers, 25 trailers, and 30 other 
pieces of equipment including front-end loaders, 
tractors, shredders, and hydraulic squeeze chutes. 
During 2017, our service shop implemented routine 
maintenance procedures reducing vehicle out-of-
service days, and increasing the serviceable life of 
equipment. Our service shop also maintains 14 
buildings at ranch headquarters as well as 8 buildings 



at other locations. These efforts are led by Jason 
Haynes with Sergio Vasquez and David Morales.

advanCing teChnology
• Individual Animal ID. We expanded our use of Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) technology by 
applying RFID ear tags to all steers on the Coloraditas 
Research & Demonstration Area, allowing us to 
track performance from pasture to packer. 

• Drought Monitoring and Rainfall Trends. We prepare 
for drought conditions by closely monitoring 
forage conditions and rainfall variability across 
our ranchlands. By using Next Generation Radar 
(NexRAD) rainfall estimates and combining this 
with data from the U.S. Drought Monitor we 
produced a customized drought status assessment 
for all East Foundation Ranches.

imProving administration
• Working with our benefits providers, we reduced 

our overall annual costs of medical benefits by over 

$30,000. This while increasing benefits values and 
extending health, vision, dental, and life insurance 
across the board to all employees. 

• We rewrote our Employee Policies Handbook. 
• We transferred the Foundation’s investment 

portfolio to a new external management consultant 
at Makena, while also naming Veronica Paredez as 
our new Director of Investments. 

develoPing the foundation 
arChives

• Arranged archival photograph collections and 
completed an extensive scanning project that 
produced high quality scans of over 1,400 East 
family photographs.

• Continued processing and arranging two large 
document collections recently gifted to the 
Foundation archives.
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Many of our accomplishments were in collaboration with these Partners:


